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We are preparing naval leaders for 
jobs that don’t exist using 
technologies that don’t exist to 
solve problems we don’t realize.

Why a Naval Innovation Center?

Rapid adaptation of emerging 
technologies into warfighting 
capability depends on 
human-machine integration.

We are living in exponential 
times the Big Data Age. 

74 x 1021 bytes created 
in 2021

Over 42 billion internet devices. 
Novel technologies scale in days. 
New technical information doubles 
every 2 years. Ubiquitous solutions 
today did not exist 10 years ago.

Quantum computing 
at scale places 
cryptographically 
secure networks at 
risk. Accelerating

The PRC rapidly matures S&T innovations in space, cyber, electronic, information, 
and communications capabilities, in addition to the world’s largest conventional 
force. Focusing their human talent, China will be the technology leader by 2040. 

Naval Innovation Center
@ Naval Postgraduate School

Innovate and experiment

NPS students develop 
minimum viable solutions.
Students practice applied 
design and agile methods 
with industry partners to 
develop rough prototype 
and experiment with novel 
solutions to bring speed to 
warfighting capability 
DevOps cycles. 

artificial intelligence capability will 
exceed human cognitive and 
learning capacity. 

When the future is uncertain, 
the most agile will adapt and prevail.

Why a Naval Innovation Center?
“We are indeed in an innovation race — and it is one we must win. Innovation must permeate every aspect of our 
Department’s approach to the delivery of the technologies and capabilities at a speed and scale necessary for our 
Navy and Marine Corps to confront the challenges of today and the future.”

— Secretary of the Navy Carlos Del Toro

China's civil-military fusion lowers barriers to rapidly mature their 
S&T innovations in space, cyber, electronic, information,  and com-
munications capabilities fuels their military growth as the world's 
largest conventional force. Focusing their human talent, China is 
projected to be a global technology leader by 2040.

Today, innovation in America is driven by industry. The business 
sector’s dominant role in the nation’s R&D funding began in the 
early 1980s, when its support started to exceed 50% of all U.S. 
R&D funding. We must keep pace and lower barriers to collabo-
ration and defense innovation.

Rapid adaptation of emerging 
technologies into warfighting 
capability depends on human-
machine integration.

We are living in exponential 
times—the Big Data Age.  
74 x 1021 bytes created in 2021. 
Over 42 billion internet devices. 
Novel technologies scale in 
days. New technical information doubles 
every 2 years. Ubiquitous solutions today did 
not exist 10 years ago.

Quantum computing at 
scale places cryptographi-
cally secure networks at risk. 
Accelerating artificial intel-
ligence capability will exceed 
human cognitive and learning 
capacity.

NPS students and faculty 
develop minimum viable 
solutions. Students practice 
applied design and agile meth-
ods with industry partners to 
develop rough prototype and 
experiment with novel solu-
tions to bring speed to warf-
ighting capability DevOps 
cycles. 

When the future is uncertain, the most agile 
will adapt and prevail.

The Challenge

Innovation in America
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Leveraging the intellectual, operational, and entrepreneurial 
talent at NPS, the institution becomes a technology accelerator, 
incubator, and testbed for applications, concepts, and 
capabilities. Promising ideas are analyzed, war-gamed, red-
teamed, and matured through capstone projects in a classified 
environment. The NPS Strategic Framework combines 
Education, Research and Innovation with a strong Institution and 
partners to become a hub for rapid prototyping, 
experimentation and development. 

NPS	is	synonymous	with	Innovation

Central to this idea is the Naval Innovation Center at NPS (NIC@NPS). A place purposefully 
created to connect experiential learning, collaboration, and naval innovation, the NIC@NPS will 
be the home of applied research and innovation aligned to core educational program areas 
that accelerate technology and talent development at greater speed and scale. 

Integrated teams will advance research and discovery supporting battlespace environments, 
naval engineering, combat systems, space technologies and operations, modeling and 
simulation, decision science and decision-making. Cyber and information technologies will 
close clear gaps in quantum science, operational energy, human-systems integration, 
integrated autonomous systems, high power computing, artificial intelligence, cyber and 
network operations, GEMS (gaming, exercising, modeling, and simulation), operational 
architecture, advanced materials, remote sensing, decision science, and climate and 
sustainability labs in support of warfighting. 

These new capabilities will enhance learning beyond academic principles and strengthen 
education, research, and innovation outcomes.

NPS is synonymous with Innovation
Leveraging the intellectual, operational, and entrepreneurial talent at NPS,  
the institution becomes a technology accelerator, incubator, and testbed  
for applications, concepts, and capabilities. Promising ideas are analyzed,  
war-gamed, redteamed, and matured through capstone projects in a clas-  
sified environment. The NPS Strategic Framework combines Education,  
Research and Innovation with a strong Institution and partners to become  
a hub for rapid prototyping, experimentation and development.

Central to this idea is the Naval Innovation Center at NPS (NIC@NPS).  
A place purposefully created to connect experiential learning, collabora-  
tion, and naval innovation, the NIC@NPS will be the home of applied  
research and innovation aligned to core educational program areas that  
accelerate technology and talent development at greater speed and scale.
 

Integrated teams will advance research and discovery supporting battlespace environments, naval engineering,  
combat systems, space technologies and operations, modeling and simulation, decision science and decision-  mak-
ing. Cyber and information technologies will close clear gaps in quantum science, operational energy,  human-sys-
tems integration, integrated autonomous systems, high power computing, artificial intelligence, cyber  and network 
operations, GEMS (gaming, exercising, modeling, and simulation), operational architecture, advanced  materials, 
remote sensing, decision science, and climate and sustainability labs in support of warfighting.

These new capabilities will enhance learning beyond academic principles and strengthen education, research, and  
innovation outcomes.
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NPS Comparative Advantage

Innovation Driven, NPS Develops Warfighters 
and Warfighting Solutions
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Naval	Innovation	Center	Operating	Concept
• Warfare Innovation Continuum
• Naval Innovation Exchange
• Joint Interagency Field Experimentation 

• Department of Defense Management Innovation Capstone Project

Extend reach and increase the 
focus of defense-unique and 
naval-relevant education

Increase impact of applied 
research that is fully informed 
and directly contributes to 
warfighting solutions

Lead naval innovation via a 
collaborative ecosystem 
connecting warrior-scholars 
with academia and industry 
and defense labs

Curate

Ideate

Prototype

Experiment

Transition

NPS Innovation Operating Concept

Naval	Innovation	Center	Operating	Concept
• Warfare Innovation Continuum
• Naval Innovation Exchange
• Joint Interagency Field Experimentation 

• Department of Defense Management Innovation Capstone Project

Extend reach and increase the 
focus of defense-unique and 
naval-relevant education

Increase impact of applied 
research that is fully informed 
and directly contributes to 
warfighting solutions

Lead naval innovation via a 
collaborative ecosystem 
connecting warrior-scholars 
with academia and industry 
and defense labs

Curate

Ideate

Prototype

Experiment

Transition

Navy Relevant Education and Research in Critical Technologies

Materials Science

Climate & Energy

Integrated Autonomous Systems

Space Systems

Decision Science

Combat Systems & Weapons

Innovation Driven, NPS Develops Warfighters 
and Warfighting Solutions

4Warfare Innovation Continuum
4Naval Innovation Exchange

4Joint Interagency Field Experimentation 
4Interdisciplinary Transition Team

Established coherence around innovation activities 
within existing NPS education and applied research  
in support of warfighter development and solutions.

The NPS Innovation Operating Concept enables cross-
disciplinary teams, NR&DE and industry involvement 
throughout process leveraging in-resident student  
experience, faculty expertise enhancing learning,  
while developing fully informed prototype solutions.

 Key Operational 
Problem

Warfighting 
Solution

 Warfare Innovation Continuum

A campaign of analysis focused on an overarching warfighting 
challenge. Design teams develop minimum viable solutions.

 Naval Innovation Exchange Teams

Starting student-faculty-industry teams refine minimum viable solutions, explore mature 
technologies and warfighting application to accelerate adoption Naval customers.

  Field Experimentation (JIFX)

Identifies, influences, and accelerates early-stage technology 
development to enable rapid adaptation and adoption.

 Interdisciplinary Transition team

Integrates technical, acquisition, and operations to accelerate 
capability transition to Program Executive Offices.

Curate Ideate Prototype Experiment Transition
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FY23 Summer Qtr   FY23 Fall Qtr FY24 Winter Qtr FY24 Spring Qtr

Joint Campaign 
Analysis

Wargaming

July August September October November December January February March April May June

FY24 WIC: Integrated Naval Campaigning

Joint Campaign 
Analysis 

Policies and Problems 
in C2 Capstone

CRUSER Innovation and Research Projects

Warfare 
Innovation 
Workshop

Wargaming

SEA 32 Capstone Project: Multi-domain Littoral Denial System

2023 Total Ship Systems Engineering Design

Mine and Counter Mining Campaign of Analyses

JIFX

Navy Tactical 
Analysis

NPS Research Task Forces Maritime Gray Zone and Overmatch

Innovation 
Leadership

Undersea Warfare

Principles of 
Strategic Design

Rapid Prototyping 
for the Warfighter

Project Genghis

MSSE Capstone and Thesis projects on Future Force

Warfare	Innovation	Continuum
The Warfare Innovation Continuum (WIC) is an annual year-long campaign of learning centered 
on a single overarching naval warfighting theme. Each September NPS’ Naval Warfare Studies 
Institute (NWSI) holds a week-long WIC workshop where the topic is presented and 
interdisciplinary concept generation teams, consisting of NPS faculty, warrior-scholars, naval 
sponsors, industry participants, and Sailors and Marines of the Fleet and Fleet Marine Forces, 
propose ideas for how we might meet associated concept and capability challenges. Minimum 
viable concepts are explored over the remaining three quarters through workshops, academic 
courses, capstone projects, wargames, research efforts, ship designs, thesis work, white papers, 
prototyping, and experimentation. FY23/24 is aligned to the Navy’s Analytic Master Plan (AMP) 
and will inform future AMP Campaigns of Learning.

Big Idea 
Exchange 

(BIX)

SEA 32 
Final Report

Notional	Warfare	Innovation	Continuum	Campaign	of	Learning

Curate Ideate Prototype Experiment Transition

      
Mine and Counter Mining Campaign of Analyses 

    Innovation and Research Projects

      
NPS Research Task Forces Maritime Gray Zone and Overmatch

      
Project Genghis

      
MSSE Capstone and Thesis projects on Future Force

Warfare Innovation Continuum
The Warfare Innovation Continuum (WIC) is an annual year-long campaign of learning centered on a single  
overarching naval warfighting theme. Each September NPS’ Naval Warfare Studies Institute (NWSI) holds 
a week-long WIC workshop where the topic is presented and interdisciplinary concept generation teams,  
consisting of NPS faculty, warrior-scholars, naval sponsors, industry participants, and Sailors and Marines 
of  the Fleet and Fleet Marine Forces, propose ideas for how we might meet associated concept and capability  
challenges. Minimum viable concepts are explored over the remaining three quarters through workshops,  
academic courses, capstone projects, wargames, research efforts, ship designs, thesis work, white papers,  
prototyping, and experimentation. FY23/24 is aligned to the Navy’s Analytic Master Plan (AMP) and will 
inform  future AMP Campaigns of Learning.

Notional Warfare Innovation Continuum Campaign of Learning

FY24 WIC: Integrated Naval Campaigning ---------------------------------------------------

Undersea Warfare 

Principles of  
Strategic Design Wargaming Wargaming SEA 32 

Final Report

Joint Campaign 
Analysis 

Innovation  
Leadership

Warfare 
Innovation 
Workshop

Big Idea 
Exchange 

(BIX)

Policies & Problems  
in C2 Capstone

Rapid Prototyping  
for the Warfighter

Joint Campaign 
Analysis

Navy Tactical Analysis
      

      2023 Total Ship Systems Engineering Design

FY23 Summer Qtr FY24 Fall Qtr FY24 Winter Qtr FY24 Spring Qtr

JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

      
        SEA 32 Capstone Project: Multi-domain Littoral Denial System 
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Naval Innovation Exchange
The Naval Innovation Exchange (NIX) creates, connects, and supports student-faculty-industry teams that 
accelerate adoption of innovations for Naval customers. The NIX is a networked organization that coordinates 
many teams of NPS faculty and students partnering with the primary stakeholders from Naval commands from 
around the world to drive specific technologies into adoption from ideation and prototyping through thorough 
test and evaluation aligned to NAVPLAN priorities and objectives.

   Incubate 

   Accelerate

   Transition

Initial NIX Pilots
AI / AM / IAS

Officers arrive

Brief service-level concepts,  
capabilities, priorities, needs, gaps

Sort into mission area (e.g., IAMD,  
Aviation, Surface Warfare, SOF) 

Provide further specific mission area 
information and associated education

Officers join project teams
Iterative  

Interdisciplinary 
Research Cycle

Prototyping &  
experimentation

Develop potential solu-
tions and down-select

Build stakeholder  
enterprise

Problem framing and 
project refinement

FY24 NIX Teams:
4Artificial Intelligence
4Intelligent Autonomous  
  Systems
4Additive Manufacturing
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Education 

DDM
ICP

ICP/SILAS*

Research

StakeholdersNaval Requirements

Department of Defense Management (DDM) Innovation Capstone Projects (ICP) 
refine NIX team solutions for warfighting effectiveness with transition pathways, 
while developing tech savvy, operationally-minded strategic leaders.

DDM	ICPs	integrate	technical,	acquisition,	and	operational	domains	in	
education	and	research	to	transition	technology	into	warfighting	capabilities	

Defense 
Management 

Functional Area 

Innovation	Capstone	Project	

*Simulation Ideation Lab for Acquisition Science (SILAS)

Curate Ideate Prototype Experiment TransitionJoint Interagency Field  
Experimentation (JIFX)
Innovation occurs at the seams of expertise and experience. JIFX puts NPS students in the middle of developing 
the next generation of military systems. From outer space to underground and through air, sea, and cyber space, 
JIFX provides an operationally relevant experimentation environment to accelerate concepts to capability. 

How does it work?
Quarterly JIFX events are a week-long and feature a 
relevant defense theme. An open Request for Informa-
tion (RFI) invites students, faculty any organization, 
DOD, academia or industry, that is developing a capa-
bility that may have a military application to apply 
and propose an experiment.  Proposals are screened  
and the most relevant and highest payoff are accepted 
including classified.

5G-enabled, JIFX offers land, air and sea-based test facilities, JIFX educates the Naval and joint warfighters on the 
"art of the possible" across a wide range of emerging technologies.
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The requirements transition sponsor (PEO/PM) and their “users” 
are engaged throughout the process in which the ICP team is working toward the 
Value Proposition Design and the Minimum Viable Product.   If innovative small 
business can help the ICP team to refine and deliver a Minimum Viable Product, 
they will proceed forward with the students for Milestone B (MSB).  A presentation 
is made to the requirements transition sponsor by the ICP Team at event MSB.  

The figure shows a roadmap from requirement insertion to MVP and transition. 
If the requirement sponsor is satisfied that the MVP can transition to a prototype, 
then the MVP proceeds forward for future development within the requirement 
sponsor organization.  At this point the requirement sponsor can bring the small 
innovative sponsor forward with a non-FAR based contract for rapid prototyping.

Innovation	Capstone	Project	Roadmap
The DDM ICP provides framework and alignment to the 
Defense Decision Support System (DDSS) which is necessary 
for technology to be adopted and transitioned to the 
warfighter.Interdisciplinary Transition Teams
(ITT)
The ITT provides framework and alignment to the Defense  
Decision Support System (see graphic) which is necessary for  
technology to be adopted and transitioned to the warfighter.

The requirements transition sponsor (PEO/PM) and their “users” 
are engaged throughout the process in which the ITT team is work-
ing toward the Value Proposition Design and the Minimum Viable 
Product (MVP).  If innovative small business can help the ITT team 
to refine and deliver a Minimum Viable Product, they will proceed 
forward with the students for Milestone B (MSB). A presentation is 
made to the requirements transition sponsor by the ITT Team at event MSB.  

The figure shows a roadmap from requirement insertion to MVP and transition. If the requirement sponsor is  
satisfied that the MVP can transition to a prototype, then the MVP proceeds forward for future development 
within the requirement sponsor organization.  At this point the requirement sponsor can bring the small innova-
tive sponsor forward with a non-FAR based contract for rapid prototyping.

PPBE
(Budget)

DAS
(Acquisition)

JCIDS
(Requirements)

Naval PEO Sponsors 
a problem for NPS ITT

Students receive education 
on the innovation process 
and form a team

Students use the Mission Model canvas 
and create a Value Proposition Design

Knowledge 
Point Review

PEO Sponsor 
Review and 
Transition

NPS teaching team, mentors, the PEO
problem sponsor, and industry partners
for a support group for the student team

Students create a project plan, 
acquisition strategy to reach a 
deployable solution

Students present results, learn, 
pivot and �nally build a strategy 
to reach a deployable solution

Students create hypothesis, 
build Minimum Viable Products, 
and conduct stakeholder interviews
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Innovation Readiness Levels (IRL)

DevSecOps with the NPS warfighter student accelerates maturation:
4Acceleration of operationally informed solutions 
4Rapid prototyping and experimentation with industry partners
4Collaboration with defense-expert faculty and the NR&DE innovation ecosystem  
4Learning by doing: experimentation lowers barriers and reduces acquisition program risk

 Key Operational 
Problem

Warfighting 
Solution

 
IRL 0

 

Problem
Clarification

IRL 1
 

Initiation
IRL 2

 

Ideation

Validated 
Warfighter Need

Capabilities  
Provider

IRL 3
 

Prototyping
IRL 4

 

Evaluaton
IRL 5

 

Refine and  
Iterate

IRL 6
 

Transition

IRL 0
Problem Clarification

IRL 1
Initiation

IRL 2
Ideation

IRL 3
Prototyping

IRL 4
Evaluation

IRL 5
Refine and Ideate

IRL 6
Transition
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Vision: Accelerating Ideas to Impact
The Naval Innovation Center (NIC) is a function and future facility. The NIC will leverage NPS attributes and  
location near Silicon Valley to accelerate technology concepts and capabilities at greater speed and scale.

4Purposefully designed, multi-disciplinary laboratories and collaboration spaces. 
 

4Creates spaces designed for high performing interdisciplinary teams to curate, ideate, prototype,  
 experiment, and transition cutting edge processes and technologies. 
 

4Allows students to collaborate with industry and academia to apply basic research concepts to Naval and  
 DOD problems.

4Artificial Intelligence 
4Modeling and simulation 
4Prototyping
4Applied cyber operations
4Wireless technologies (NextG)
4Energy and Climate Security
4Operational energetics 
4Naval Operational Architecture
4Autonomous systems 
4Space systems and sensors

Provides labs and spaces at various levels of classification and capabilities:
conceptual rendering
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